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Taylors (Fyfin) Ltd 
CALF REARING 

AUTOMATIC CALF FEEDER 

 

In modern calf rearing feeding systems with individual animal identification are 

mainly used. The animals are identified via a collar transponder or an electronic 

eartag and fed according to farmer's specifications. The feed is always prepared 

fresh, with accurate temperature and concentration and is dispensed in small 

portions to each individual animal according to its specific needs. 
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The Volac calf feeder developed by Forster Technik has a clear evidence of their 
technological superiority. 

Advantages are:  

 Special feed computers directly on the machine next to the calves  
 Advanced calf-specific functions for the essential work steps  
 Numerous possibilities relating to feeding plans, prescriptions, animal control 

etc.  
 Flexible time or interval feeding program  
 Connection possibilities for concentrate feeders, animal scales and PC-

programs with graphic evaluations  
 Robust and reliable design for uncomplicated use in the shed  
 Integration in the feeding systems of well-known manufacturers of milking 

systems 

This state of the art calf feeding system has a one year warranty. These top quality 
calf rearing systems are low maintenance with a long life. Should parts or servicing 
be required these can easily be available through Taylors Fyfin Limited. 

 

For further information please call: 

 028 816 71239 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Healthy calves are happy calves 

With Volac Calf Milk 
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Recommended Calf Milk 

 

Heiferlac was developed specifically for the modern dairy heifer calf and offers very 

high levels of pure dairy protein, lactose and a specially selected blend of vegetable 

oils.  

 

Heiferlac has been formulated after careful consideration of the effect the first few 

weeks of life can have on the modern dairy cow when she joins the milking herd. It 

helps deliver the rapid early frame growth necessary to achieve high target weights 

to bulling and beyond. 

Heiferlac is ideal for once and twice a day feeding, cold ad-lib (pH 5.8) and some 

ad-lib systems requiring an instant mixing powder. 

Analysis 

 

 

Heiferlac mixing rate 

For high performance 

150 grams of milk replacer in one litre of mixed milk (ie 15% solids, equivalent to one 

and a half pounds in one gallon of mixed milk). 

 

Availability 

Available at Taylors (Fyfin) Limited as an instant mixing powder in 20 kg bags. 

028 816 71239 

 

For technical advice call Alistair Sampson on 07860 626 442.  

 


